
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Improved energy efficiency from the utility to the home

• Advanced co-generation applications using configurable, full quadrant measurements

• Access to multi-utility measurements including electricity, water and gas

• Modular communications with field replaceable options

• Extensive relay and multi-element configurations for application flexibility

• Robust meter security and standards compliance

• Scalable, future-proof metering with ample embedded resources

• Modular, field replaceable communications to enable RF Mesh, RPMA Point-to-Multi Point RF, RS-232, RS-485 RF Mesh

• Flexible configurations to support customized needs

• Highly configurable load profile, time of use, demand metering and prepayment

• Measurement profiles, load control schedules and multi-element options

• Manage demand with multiple load control relays and independent load control schedules

• Limit total energy supply using supply capacity limiting and main disconnect functions

• Shed additional loads with group based load shedding and under frequency load control

• Maintain control with manual load control and emergency override functions

• Robust, revenue-grade metering typically measured at 0.2% accuracy

• Unparalleled design and testing processes

SMART METERING TO ADVANCE THE SMART GRID
For more than 130 years, Aclara has provided reliable and robust 
metering solutions to utilities and their customers. This tradition 
continues with the SGM3000 product line, and its innovative and flexible 
technology that covers metering needs from basic, energy-only metering 
to comprehensive smart metering with advanced functionality.

Aclara’s family of meters addresses the needs of utilities as well as their 
customers by implementing advanced energy management and power 
quality monitoring, and by providing easy access to critical information. 
This enables higher productivity, improved efficiency and reduced 
energy costs throughout the energy distribution and usage chain.
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INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
At Aclara, we’ve leveraged our expertise to help utilities 
maximize their investment. Aclara Smart Meters provide 
data that can be integrated with a variety of other Aclara 
products to optimize utility operational systems outside of 
traditional billing, such as:

• Outage events and alarms with Aclara LightHouse

• Coordinated load control, load shedding and load 
deferral

• Aclara SGS Services & Support

Our broad knowledge of electric utilities and their operational 
systems help us clearly understand the needs of utilities as well 
as their customers, and allow us to develop solutions that 
exceed the needs of both. We will continue to provide solutions 
that advance metering technology and provide differentiated 
value for both the utilities and the consumer. 

SMART GRID ENABLED
The SGM3000 advanced metering product line, delivers 
Smart Grid capabilities for today and long into the future. 
Designed to meet challenging Smart Grid applications, the 
SGM3000 draws on 10-years of solid-state metrology 
expertise to safeguard critical billing activities. With 
embedded micro-computing to power a new era of smart 
metering, the SGM3000 family is ready to rise to the 
challenge of a shifting industry paradigm.

FAMILY OF METERS
The SGM3000 series includes a family of eight (8) meter 
variants, including single phase, polyphase, dual-element 
and CT metering for both residential and commercial use. 
Whether your business calls for basic metering, off-peak 
tariffs, co-generation, three-phase metering or a mixture 
across your network, an SGM3000 meter is available to 
meet your needs. In addition, meters in the SGM3000 family 
offer the same full set of advanced functionality, limited 
only by the physical options ordered.

ADVANCED CAPABILITY
The SGM3000 is Aclara’s most feature rich meter series, 
incorporating advanced capabilities. We’ve extended the 
meter’s basic capability to meet demanding tariff and billing 
structures, and have included additional measured 

quantities, multiple independent load profiles, extra TOU 
rates and day types, and dedicated event logs.

DEMAND MANAGEMENT
The SGM3000 family of smart meters support a wide range 
of load control configurations to suit a variety of demand 
management applications. The meters can support a 100A 
main disconnect relay and up to two auxiliary load control 
relays of either 40A or 2A capacity.

Peak loads can be managed using independent load control 
schedules, while the meter’s supply capacity limiting 
functions allow utilities to enforce upper supply demand 
limits or emergency set points. Additionally, the meters 
include an under frequency load shedding function to 
provide another way to help manage grid stability.

POWER QUALITY
SGM3000 is the ideal power meter for monitoring and 
managing power quality in an energy supply network. The 
SGM3000 monitors quality parameters such as reactive 
energy, total harmonic distortion, voltage profiles, outage 
statistics, and under/over voltage and frequency events.

FUTURE PROOF COMMUNICATIONS
The SGM3000 smart meters support modular, field 
replaceable communications to facilitate wide area network 
communications. Designed specifically to accommodate the 
varying types of Smart Grid communications technology, 
the SGM3000 communications interface supports a broad 
range of communications options RF Mesh, Point-to-Multi 
Point RF, RS-232, and RS-485.

The communications interface port is common between all 
SGM3000 variants, allowing a single communications 
module to suit different meter models. Industry-standard 
serial interfaces are also available to support connectivity to 
standalone or multi-drop communications solutions.

In addition, we are leveraging Aclara’s world-class Radio 
Frequency (RF) communications expertise to ensure that 
our smart meter products are hardened to withstand even 
the harshest of RF environments without jeopardizing the 
quality or integrity of the metrology or the communications 
technology.
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PLUG & PLAY AMI COMMUNICATIONS
Multiple communication options on the SGM3000 allows greater customer choice. With modular solutions optimized for 
variety of communications technologies, the SGM3000 can cover a wide variety of communication scenarios.

FEATURES & FUNCTIONS

• Demand metering • Energy measurement inclusive or 
exclusive of harmonic content

• Under frequency load control

• Time-of-use billing measures • Configurable event logging • Main disconnect relay

• Multiple load profile recording • Tamper detection • Multiple load control relay 
configurations

• Tariff-based prepayment • AMI notification • Independent load control 
schedules

• Multi-energy recording • Broad modular communication 
options

• Boost function

• Full quadrant energy measurement 
(import/export, lead/lag)

• Supply capacity limiting • Group load control

• Net or gross measurement options • Under voltage/over voltage 
recording

• Manual and emergency load 
control override

• Dedicated co-generation and off-
peak meter variants

• Under frequency/over frequency 
recording

• Managed supply restoration

• Managed load energization

Utility Communications
 - Radio Frequency Mesh (RF Mesh) 
 - Point-to-Multi Point
 - RS-232 and RS-485
 - Ethernet
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ENABLING BILLING & SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
Traditional billing continues to be a vital component of 
today’s solid state meters, but they are also now a vital part 
of your grid operation. We’ve leveraged the strength and 
knowledge of Aclara Energy around distribution automation, 
Volt/VAR control, demand optimization, and distributed 
generation to develop a line of smart metering products 
that are designed to integrate and provide the critical 
information needed to optimize grid operation. As Aclara 
continues to build on its Smart Grid solutions, you can 
count on our smart metering products to provide innovative 
and unique capabilities never thought possible.

LEADING THE WAY WITH DEMAND RESPONSE
One of the most compelling benefits of the Smart Grid is 
the promise of delivering demand management or load 
control. Utilities can save energy, lower costs, and defer 
additional transmission and generation expenses with the 
ability to shave peak load, shape load and curtail load to 
mitigate grid events.

Additionally, consumers will be able to conserve energy and 
shift energy use to benefit from time of use or time based 
rate structures. Various studies have shown that these 
actions can generate customer savings from 5% to 15% of 
their monthly electricity use.

ACCURATE & DEPENDABLE
Having a partner that can provide assurance in supply is 
critical when a utility begins a mass deployment of energy 
meters. Aclara’s focus and rigor around supply chain 
excellence minimizes the risk to the utility, giving them 
confidence to manage installation crews and provide 
accurate scheduling to customers.

In this time of dynamic regulatory scrutiny and customer 
engagement, Aclara helps ensure reliable metering 
solutions. Our ISO certified labs ensure that product design 
and manufacturing processes yield a robust product every 
time, and our testing procedures go well beyond the 
industry requirements and include some of the most 
aggressive internal standards in the marketplace today.

The SGM3000 family of smart meters provides best-in-class 
capabilities for accuracy, typically measured at +/- 0.2%. 
Utilities and their customers can have confidence in the 
metered value and measured electricity usage.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Feature Specification

Avalable Models SGM3011, SGM3013, SGM3022, SGM3023, SGM3030, SGM3031, SGM3033, SGM30C2

Configurations

Current

Single Phase Single Element Direct Connect 
Single Phase Dual Element Direct Connect 
Three Phase Direct Connect

10(100)A

Three Phase CT 1.5(6)A

Nominal Voltage 127V/220V/230V/240V +/-20%

Frequency 50Hz or 60Hz

Accuracy (Active 
Energy)

Class 1 per IEC 62053-21 (direct connect) / Class 0.5S per IEC 62053-22 (CT) 
Class B per BS EN 50470-3 (direct connect) / Class C per BS EN 50470-3 (CT)

(Reactive 
Energy)

Class 2 per IEC 62053–23

Power Consumption 1.2 W Single Phase, 1.7 W Three Phase

Relay Options 100A supply disconnect; 
40A and 2A auxiliary load control

LCD

7 digits 3 decimal point monochrome

Ports RS–232 (option), RS–485 (option), IEC or ANSI (optical)

Advanced Metering 
Infrastructure Ask your local sales representative for a list of compliant AMI technologies

Terminals BS or DIN layout

Protocol / Data Model ANSI C12.18/19

Optical Port IEC 62056–21 or ANSI C12.18

Quality of Supply Under/Over voltage, sag/swell, frequency, THD

Operating Temperature -25C to 60C

Limited Range of Operation -40C to +70C

Storage and Transport -40C to +70C

Humidity 95% non-condensing

Ingress Protection IP54

Dimensions

Width Height Depth

Single Phase 147 260 102

Three Phase 173 290 118

Certifications IEC, ANSI
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